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Abstract 

The effect of model attractiveness on imitative fidelity in children 

Frances Rachel Morales, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2015 

Supervisor:  Cristine H. Legare 

Children and adults attribute positive personality traits and behaviors to people 

higher in physical attractiveness and negative traits and behaviors to people lower in 

attractiveness. These biases may be adaptations to evaluate information about social 

status. The present study builds upon social accounts of imitation by examining the effect 

of model attractiveness on imitative fidelity in childhood. In Study 1 (N = 150, 3–7-year-

olds), the attractiveness of a model demonstrating an action sequence was manipulated to 

study the effect of priming high attractiveness versus low attractiveness on children's 

imitation of an instrumental task. Children's performance was coded for imitative fidelity 

and children's explanations for their behavior. I predicted that imitative fidelity would be 

highest when children see the actions being demonstrated by a more attractive model. I 

predicted also that older children would engage in higher imitative fidelity than younger 

children, a finding that may be due to increasing sensitivity to social conventions with 

age. The mean imitative fidelity summary score was higher for older children compared 

to the summary score for younger children. But contrary to prediction, there was not a 

significant difference in imitative fidelity across conditions. Likewise, the explanations 
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provided by children for their copying behavior in the high attractive condition did not 

differ from the explanations provided by children in the low attractive condition. In Study 

2, the same predictions were tested after correcting methodological flaws of Study 1. 

Study 2 (N = 79, 3–7-year-olds) has the same design of Study 1 with only two 

modifications relating to length of exposure to the model’s face and to the instructions 

given to the child participant. As in Study 1, the data from Study 2 revealed an effect of 

age on imitation but not an effect of attractiveness. Although the results from these 

studies were not conclusive regarding the role of attractiveness, a follow up study with a 

different experimental manipulation may yield evidence in support of the hypothesis that 

the degree of imitation can be modulated by the attractiveness of the model. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Certain cues may influence how children imitate. In this study, a model cue was 

analyzed. The level of attractiveness of a model performing an instrumental task was 

manipulated to examine its impact on the fidelity of children's imitation. I begin this 

paper by describing the significance of affiliative motives concerning imitation. Next, I 

provide an overview of cultural transmission biases in social learning, while arguing that 

such biases have an adaptive value. Then, I introduce the specific model-status bias, 

linking it to a hypothesized model-attractiveness bias. The subsequent sections discuss 

the general biases associated to attractiveness and the development of attractiveness 

preferences. Last, I present two studies which provide information about the likelihood of 

model attractiveness serving as a cue influencing children’s imitative fidelity.  

Group membership has been critical for human survival by solving important 

adaptive problems (Buss, 1990a; Buss & Kenrick, 1998). Consistent with this view, the 

social brain hypothesis states that psychological mechanisms that increase social 

cohesion are advantageous for individual fitness (Dunbar & Shultz, 2007).. Similarly, 

individuals who engage in behaviors (e.g., affiliative behaviors) that promote their 

inclusion within their group have been favored (Chartrand & Bargh, 1999; Lakin & 

Chartrand, 2003; Lakin, Chartrand, & Arkin 2008; Pickett, Gardner, & Knowles, 2004).  

Social groups have served too as a vehicle for the transmission of essential 

knowledge for development and survival. The human ability to learn from others makes it 

easier to learn about one’s environment and how to manipulate it, which is beneficial at 

the individual level as well as the cultural level. Given this role of imitation in the 
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acquisition of knowledge, early imitation in children has been extensively studied. 

Children attain instrumental skills (Carpenter, Call, & Tomasello, 2005; Woodward, 

2009) and social conventions by imitating those around them (Churchland, 2011; Harris, 

2012; Kashima, 2008; Kenward, Karlsson, & Persson, 2011; Over & Carpenter, 2012; 

Preston & de Waal, 2002). Children’s acquisition of instrumental skills is crucial in 

enabling them to successfully interact with their environment. Meanwhile, imitating 

cultural conventions allows children to learn the norms and practices valued by their 

social group.  

Furthermore, a significant amount of social learning, and particularly imitation 

with a high degree of fidelity, is associated with core social concerns (Nielsen, 2006), 

including the encoding normative behavior (Kenward, 2012; Kenward et al., 2011; 

Keupp, Behne, & Rakoczy, 2013), affiliation (Over & Carpenter, 2012; Preston & de 

Waal, 2002), and fear of ostracism (Lakin, Chartrand, & Arkin, 2008; Over & Carpenter, 

2009). Brewer (2007) argues that social learning in people is particularly motivated by 

the general human desire to affiliate with in-group members.  

The adaptive value of group membership has, likewise, shaped sensitivity to 

ostracism. This sensitivity to ostracism emerges early in life and prompts the individual 

to engage in behaviors aimed at promoting inclusion within a group (Buss, 1990; Buss & 

Kenrick, 1998; Caporael, 1997). Research on the development of imitation has revealed 

that young children are sensitive to ostracism and use imitation as a behavioral mean to 

counter social exclusion. In a study looking precisely at this, Over and Carpenter (2009) 

found that children primed with ostracism were more likely to imitate actions 
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demonstrated by a model than children in a control condition. A more recent study 

examined task-specific effects of how priming ostracism may affect children’s imitation 

of instrumental versus conventional behavior (Watson-Jones, Legare, Whitehouse, & 

Clegg, 2014). This work provides evidence that priming ostracism increases children’s 

motivation to imitate conventional behavior. Watson-Jones and colleagues hypothesized 

that when faced with the threat of ostracism, children are motivated to seek affiliation 

through social conformity or high fidelity imitation.  

Nevertheless, it is important to keep in mind that while people have a strong 

inclination to pursue affiliation, this desire is selective. As not all affiliative ties result in 

benefits to the individual, a person’s desire to affiliate with a specific other can be 

influenced by certain cues according to the context of the relationship. For instance, 

people are less likely to engage in affiliative behaviors toward individuals who are 

stigmatized (e.g., obese individuals, individuals with visible scars; Johnston, 2002) or 

who are members of an outgroup (Yabar, Johnston, Miles, & Peace, 2006).  

Analogously, social learning cannot be an indiscriminate process if its efficacy is 

to be preserved. Not all behavior should be copied, and not everybody is a reliable source 

of learning. Therefore, children need to be selective about who to imitate, and to what 

degree. However, not everything is known about this discriminative process. Ostensibly, 

children use social cues to determine if the behavior of a specific other provides an 

opportunity for learning.  

An increased interest in understanding social learning has emerged across 

numerous disciplines in recent years (Boyd, Richerson, & Henrich, 2011; Whiten, Hinde, 
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Laland, & Stringer, 2011). There is also much interest in the circumstances that facilitate 

social learning. Proposed theoretical models for social learning predict the evolution of 

flexible strategies which circumvent unreliable or redundant information (Wood, Kendal, 

& Flynn, 2013). Social learning is, in this light, not seen as intrinsically beneficial. 

Rather, individuals must selectively copy others following contextual cues (observer’s 

environment) and model-based cues (characteristics of the individual demonstrating a 

behavior) and for solving some adaptive problems. As a whole, the use of such cues in 

guiding copying behavior has been termed as “cultural transmission biases” or “social 

learning strategies” (Wood et al., 2013). The use of model-based cues in guiding copying 

behavior has been described as “who” biases (Laland, 2004), indirect biases (Boyd et al., 

2011) and context dependent model-based biases (Henrich & McElreath, 2003). 

Social learning strategies enable individuals to learn in a much more effective and 

efficient manner than they otherwise would if they would ignore the relevant cues. For 

that reason, the use of social learning strategies is highly adaptive for the individual. The 

adaptive value of model-based biases has been researched in several disciplines such as 

evolutionary biology, anthropology and non-developmental domains of psychology 

(Wood et al., 2013). Similarly, developmental psychologists have long been concerned 

with establishing whom children learn more readily from. 

MODEL-BASED BIASES 

 
In their daily lives, children constantly observe others pursuing a wide range of 

goals. Not uncommonly though, individuals use diverse methods in attempting to achieve 
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the same goal. While some individuals are successful at attaining the desired goal, others 

are not. Researchers have been interested in reproducing this experience in experimental 

settings. Koenig, Clément, & Harris (2004) attempted to do this by having different 

models provide children with inconsistent labels for elements in the environment. In a 

similar study by Wood, Kendal, & Flynn (as cited in Wood et al., 2013) children 

observed conflicting information about tool-use from different models. When presented 

with conflicting information, the most adaptive response would be to attend and copy the 

behavior that accomplishes one’s desired goal. This selective process, however, can be 

complex as models possess several characteristics that may indicate their proficiency, 

including their previous performance, knowledge state, age, sex, and social status. The 

individual needs to evaluate all these characteristics to ensure copying the actions of the 

most appropriate model.  

Research related to model-based biases has revealed that children are more 

inclined to copy models belonging to a group which has a reputation for being proficient. 

Assessing the proficiency of a model as an individual is a costly process in terms of time 

and cognitive resource. In contrast, it is more efficient for an individual to be biased 

toward models that possess characteristics indicating membership to a group. While 

certain groups may be known for their proficiency at certain tasks, other groups may be 

known for their lack of proficiency at the same tasks, resulting in model-based biases. For 

instance, age is a highly salient characteristic indicating group membership. Copying 

older over younger models appears to be adaptive, on the assumption that older models 
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generally possess more relevant expertise or knowledge through experience. Such age 

biases have been documented. 

Seehagen and Herbert (2011) found that fifteen-month-olds are more likely to 

imitate actions when demonstrated by an adult versus a two-year-old child. By the same 

token, in a novel object labelling task, three- and four-year-olds are more inclined to use 

information if it is given by an adult versus a child (Jaswal & Neely, 2006). Younger 

(one- to two-year-olds) siblings tend to imitate the spontaneous social behaviors 

displayed by their older (three- to five-year-old) siblings far more than the reverse 

irrespective of sex differences (Abramovitch, Corter, & Pepler, 1980; Pepler, 

Abramovitch, & Corter, 1981). Likewise, seven- and eight-year-olds copy the food 

choices of older rather than younger children (Brody & Stoneman, 1981). This effect of 

age on imitative fidelity is also observed in conventional behaviors. In a study in which a 

model uses causally-inefficient tools, Elekes and Kiraly found that observing children are 

more likely to be imitate adult models than children models (as cited in Wood et al., 

2013). It is plausible that children expect that older age indicates increased experience 

and knowledge which in turn translates in higher proficiency, and this results in an age 

bias which guides children’s copying behavior. 

These findings taken together provide strong evidence that children are capable of 

discriminating between individual models based on their characteristics, such as age. But 

much less is known about children’s capacity to make finer discriminations between the 

adult models of similar age but different on other characteristics. For instance, the 

model’s status in relation to the observers has been considered as a factor influencing 
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imitative fidelity. While it is generally the case that adult models are high status relative 

to children, children interact every day with adults of varying statuses. Some adults have 

higher status (e.g., parents, teachers) than others. If children can recognize that not adults 

hold the same status, then children may differentially imitate behaviors performed by 

adults according to their status. 

While the association between status and imitation has not been established yet, it 

is already known that within societies high-status or ‘‘prestigious’’ models are generally 

influential on the behaviors of other group members by means of demonstrating their 

superior skills and knowledge (Barkow, et al., 1975; Henrich & Gil-White, 2001). 

Further, individuals may be motivated to affiliate and establish alliances with high-status 

individuals within the group, as high-status individuals generally acquire more resources 

and opportunities.  

Status has been described by Henrich and Gil-White (2001) as encompassing two 

types of social power, dominance and prestige. On the one hand, dominance refers to the 

ability to acquire and control resources over others, and this is often achieved through 

threatened or actual antagonism. On the other hand, prestige is defined as status achieved 

through non-antagonistic means, prestige is often achieved through excelling at valued 

domains. However, this notion of status has been recently challenged by Chapais (2015) 

who puts forward a unitary evolutionary model of human status. In this alternative model, 

he proposes competence as a major component of status and as the only means to 

achieving it. Competence is seen as a requirement for achieving dominance in the group. 

Then, being perceived as a competent individual confers prestige within the group. 
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Attainment of high status thus, reflects an individual’s superior ability to deal with the 

physical or social environment. Hence, behaviors displayed by high-status individuals 

may be adaptive in nature. And it would be in turn, adaptive to imitate the behaviors of 

high-status individuals.  

The roles of dominance and prestige in children’s social learning have been 

investigated in a naturalistic pre-school setting (Flynn & Whiten, 2012). Pre-school 

children were allowed to engage with a novel puzzle-box and the time they spent 

watching others engaging with the puzzle box was recorded. Older children were 

observed more than younger children, popular children were observed more than less 

popular children, and more dominant children were observed more than less dominant 

children. Further, children were more likely to observe peers they stated that they “liked” 

compared to peers they stated that they “did not like”. This pattern provides evidence for 

the existence of a status-based model-based observation bias in these children. Although 

imitation was not the focus of the study, the observation bias identified could underlie a 

potential copying bias of high-status individuals.  

Certain physical characteristics of a person may signal their status within a group. 

For instance, facial attractiveness has been associated with status (Anderson, John, 

Keltner, & Kring, 2001; Vaugh & Langlois, 1983). Research has found that both 

attractive children and attractive adults enjoy of high status within their social group. This 

position of high status attained by attractive individuals is evidenced in the social 

influence and prominence and in the amount of respect and positive regard they elicit 

from other members of their groups (Anderson et al.; Hawley, Johnson, Mize, & 
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McNamara, 2007; Vaugh et al.). A few mediators for the relationship between 

attractiveness and status can be proposed. First, physical attractiveness is a good predictor 

for positive social outcomes, such as having more dates and more friends. Second, 

judgments about attractive individuals are often subject to the halo effects. In other 

words, attractive individuals are typically evaluated more positively than their less 

attractive peers. 

Attractiveness Biases 

 
A large body of literature has established that physical attractiveness has wide 

ranging social consequences and can possibly function as a proxy for status. When asked 

to assign social traits and life outcomes to others, adults and children agree that 

physically attractive people are more likely to have socially desirable traits and superior 

life outcomes compared to unattractive people (Dion & Berscheid, 1974; Dion, 

Berscheid, & Walster, 1972). In a meta-analysis of 919 studies, Langlois et al. (2000) 

found that attractive children and adults are considered to be better adjusted, more 

socially appealing, and more academically and interpersonally competent than their less 

attractive counterparts. In the occupational area, it has been observed that less attractive 

adults attain lower prestige and salaries (Hamermesh, 2011; Umberson & Hughes, 1987).  

Children and adults attribute positive personality traits and behaviors to attractive 

people and negative traits and behaviors to unattractive people. And this bias is not 

limited to judgments only, both children and adults treat attractive people more favorably 

than unattractive people (for a detailed review of the attractiveness literature see Langlois 
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et al., 2000). Even infants as young as 12 months show social preferences for attractive 

individuals: Infants display more approach behavior toward an attractive stranger but less 

toward an unattractive stranger (Langlois, Roggman, & Reiser-Danner, 1990). 

Just recently, attractiveness received attention as a potential type of cultural 

transmission biases. In this study by Bascandziev and Harris (2014), two informants, one 

with an attractive face and one with a less attractive face, provided a label for a novel 

object. Preschool children were then asked to select between the two labels. Both female 

and male children were more likely to endorse the labels given by the attractive informant 

over the label given by the less attractive informant. The authors consider that this 

informant bias has no epistemic value; as according to them there are no obvious reasons 

why people with more attractive faces would be more knowledgeable about object labels.  

Development of Attractiveness Preferences 

 
Attractiveness preferences and stereotypes are often assumed to develop gradually 

through exposure to beauty ideals and attitudes portrayed by the media and society. 

However, research has shown that children as young as 3-year-olds possess stereotyped 

beliefs consistent with the “beauty-is-good” stereotype, and even infants show visual 

preferences for attractive over unattractive female faces (Langlois, Ritter, Roggman, & 

Vaughn, 1991; Ramsey & Langlois, 2002). By 2- to 3-months of age, infants show visual 

preferences for faces rated as attractive by adults. Thus, it becomes problematic to 

maintain that these preferences are acquired through gradual socialization (e.g., Langlois 

et al., 1987; Langlois et al., 1991).  
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The emergence of preferences early in development and the cross-cultural 

agreement on attractiveness challenge the long-held view that our preferences are the 

result from assimilating cultural standards of beauty. Furthermore, some of the 

stereotypes associated with attractiveness are in fact accurate to a large extent. Attractive 

children and attractive adults do display more positive traits and behaviors than less 

attractive children and adults do. For example, attractive children are objectively more 

popular, better socially adjusted, and more intelligent and competent in contrast to 

unattractive children. In the same way, compared to unattractive adults, attractive adults 

have been reported to possess better social skills, better mental health, and more 

professional success (Langlois et al. 2000).  

Evolutionary psychologists have suggested that attractiveness preferences may 

reflect human psychological adaptations and mate preferences (Thornhill & Gangestad, 

1999). Research from this perspective points out to flexible and sophisticated systems 

that support and promote adaptive responses to faces (Rhodes, 2006). Attractiveness 

preferences then guide in this manner our mate choices and more general decisions about 

other types of social partners. This evolutionary view has been used to predict the 

specific traits that make a face attractive (Thornhill & Gangestad, 1999). Facial traits 

have been proposed to advertise mate or coalition partner quality. Here, I discuss bilateral 

symmetry and averageness.  

Bilateral symmetry of physical traits is thought to reflect an overall high quality 

of development and the ability to resist environmental disturbances during development 

(Fink & Penton-Voak, 2002). Not all individuals possess the same ability to maintain a 
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stable development of their body in the face of the existing environmental conditions 

(Møller & Swaddle, 1997). Fluctuating asymmetry is a nondirectional (random) deviation 

from perfect symmetry in bilaterally paired traits. Fluctuating asymmetry results from 

developmental instability caused by mutations, pathogens, and toxins (Little, Jones, & 

DeBruine, 2011). In nonhuman animals, body fluctuating asymmetry indicates inability 

to cope with stress during development, and it increases with inbreeding, homozygosity, 

parasite load, poor nutrition, and pollution (Møller & Swaddle, 1997; Parsons 1990). 

Similarly, in humans, fluctuating asymmetry in body traits increases with inbreeding, 

premature birth, psychosis, and mental retardation (Livshits & Kobylianski 1991).  

A symmetrical face may signal the ability of an individual to withstand the 

pressures of his or her environment. Hence, symmetry could be an indicator of mate or 

alliance partner quality. In fact, symmetry of bilateral traits is positively associated with 

genetic heterozygosity (the presence of different variants of a gene on homologous 

chromosomes) in many animals, including humans. Thus, symmetry may provide cues to 

an individual's genetic diversity in defense against parasites (Fink & Penton-Voak, 2002).  

There seems to be an association in men and women between symmetry and 

correlates of genotypic and phenotypic quality, including physical, cognitive, and mental 

health. For instance, more symmetrical men are more muscular (Gangestad & Thornill, 

1997), are larger (Manning, 1995), have a lower resting metabolic rate (Manning, 

Koukourakis, & Brodie, 1997), and have a greater degree of testosterone-related facial 

cues of dominance and reproductive health (Gangestad & Thornhill, 2003) than do less 

symmetric males. Fluctuating asymmetry is negatively correlated with aspects of female 
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health as well. All these correlates, arguably, relate to the adequacy of a potential mate or 

social partner.  

Gangestad, Thornhill, & Yeo (1994) hypothesized that symmetrical individuals 

should be perceived as more attractive than less symmetrical individuals. In fact, 

numerous studies have explored the impact of facial symmetry on attractiveness 

judgments. Early studies suggested that perfectly symmetric faces were not preferred 

over normal slightly asymmetric faces (Langlois, Roggman, & Musselman, 1994; 

Samuels, Butterworth, Roberts, Graupner, & Hole, 1994). However, the symmetric faces 

used as the stimuli in these studies were created by reflecting each hemiface about the 

vertical midline to create two symmetric chimeras (Samuels et al., 1994). The resulting 

chimeras displayed structural abnormalities in aspect ratios and the sizes of midline 

features, resulting in less attractive faces. For example, if the nose bends sideways, then 

the nose will be abnormally wide in one chimera and abnormally narrow in the other.  

Subsequent studies using more sophisticated symmetry manipulations have found 

that perfectly symmetric faces are judged as more attractive than the original slightly 

asymmetric faces (e.g., Perrett et al., 1999; Rhodes et al., 1998; 1999). Further it was 

determined that their attractiveness could not be accounted by any associated increase in 

averageness (Rhodes et al., 1999) or change in skin texture (Perrett et al., 1999; Rhodes 

et al., 1999). Studies measuring symmetry from unmanipulated faces also support the 

notion that symmetry contributes to the perceived attractiveness of a face (e.g., Grammer 

& Thornhill, 1994; Penton-Voak et al., 2001). What is more, in one study looking at pairs 
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of monozygotic twins it was observed that the twin with more symmetric measurements 

was judged as more attractive (Little et al., 2011). 

Cognitive averaging theory is another influential theory pertaining facial 

attractiveness. According to this theory, faces with a configuration close to the 

mathematical central tendency (prototype) of the population of faces are perceived as 

attractive, typical, more “face-like”, and less distinctive. Conversely, faces far from the 

central tendency are perceived as unattractive, less typical, and more distinctive. To test 

this assumption, Langlois & Roggman (1990) took individual images of female faces and 

averaged them together mathematically to create a composite or averaged female face. 

They also averaged together male faces in order to create a composite or averaged male 

face. These male and female averaged-faces represent the central tendency of their 

respective sample. As predicted, adults rated the averaged faces as significantly more 

attractive than the most of the individual male and female faces that made up the 

averaged-faces. Since then, several studies have confirmed that adults rate faces as highly 

attractive when the faces are “average” in configuration, and faces with low averageness 

are rated as unattractive. (Bronstad, Langlois, & Russell, 2008; Langlois et al., 1994; 

Rhodes & Tremewan, 1996; Rubenstein, Kalakanis, & Langlois, 1999).  

Average traits are presumed to indicate the individual’s ability to withstand 

environmental pressures during development (e.g., Møller & Swaddle 1997, Thornhill & 

Møller 1997) as well as heterozygosity, which may increase disease resistance 

(Gangestad & Buss 1993; Thornhill & Gangestad, 1993). According to Thornhill & 

Gangestad (1993), individuals with average faces possess a more diverse set of genes, 
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which may result in also possessing less common proteins to which pathogens are poorly 

adapted. Average traits could also be functionally optimal which should result in 

improved condition, for example, an average nose may be optimal for breathing 

(Symons, 1979). For all these reasons, averageness could be a signal of mate or alliance 

partner quality. 

  Recent studies have provided support for the link between averageness, 

heterozygosity, and attractiveness. In such studies, heterozygosity was measured in the 

major histocompatibility complex (MHC) genes that code for proteins involved in 

immune response, and it was found that it is positively associated with facial 

attractiveness (Roberts et al., 2005) and facial averageness (Lie, Rhodes, & Simmons, 

2008). Another study demonstrated that facial averageness, in both men and women, is 

positively related to medical health as measured from actual medical records (Rhodes et 

al., 2001). Thus, it can be argued that by associating with individuals with high facial 

averageness and thereby attractive, one would be likely be associating with individuals 

who are healthy, free of parasite or other diseases.  

According to research in evolutionary psychology, attractiveness preferences 

serve an adaptive function. Attractiveness preferences possibly reflect adaptations 

functioning to evaluate information about mate value. Female attractiveness has been 

particularly hypothesized to be linked to youth, fertility, and reproductive value 

(Sugiyama, 2005). Nevertheless, attractiveness may not only signal mate value but also 

about social value across multiple domains of interaction like kin, cooperative, and 

coalitional relationships (Sugiyama). Consistent to this view, people should be motivated 
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to associate with individuals higher in attractiveness over individuals of lower 

attractiveness as attractive people are presumably healthier and more likely disease-free 

than their counterparts. More importantly, attractiveness could serve too as an indicator 

of status within a group, which increases a person’s value as a social partner.  

PRESENT STUDY 

 
In this paper, I present two studies designed to examine children’s imitative 

behavior. I build upon normative and social accounts of imitation by providing 

information about how model characteristics influence the likelihood that an observing 

child copies modelled instrumental behavior. Both studies use an evolutionary approach 

to understand the effect of model attractiveness, as a proxy for status, on imitation. In the 

first study children are exposed to the model for a brief length of time while in the second 

study children are exposed to the model for a longer period of time and are explicitly told 

to pay attention to physical features of the model. Finally, I discuss how the present 

findings can be interpreted, and discuss what implications the present research has for our 

understanding of model characteristics and for future research directions. 
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STUDY 1 

In Study 1, I looked at the effect of model attractiveness on the amount of 

imitation that children engage in after witnessing how the model manipulated a set of 

objects in a novel action sequence. Children were asked as well the motivation for their 

displayed actions. Children and adults are motivated to imitate others with the goal of 

affiliating with them. The desire to affiliate, however, does not generalize to all targets. 

Affiliation with individuals of higher status is presumably more appealing that affiliation 

with individuals who are lower in status within the group. Given that attractiveness and 

status are closely associated, it is reasonable to assume that attractiveness may affect 

imitation. Specifically, I hypothesized that the attractiveness of the model demonstrating 

a novel behavior will have an impact on the degree of the imitation observed in children.  

For this study, children participated in one of two conditions: high in 

attractiveness model versus low in attractiveness model. Children were given an 

opportunity to imitate after watching a video in which a model carried out a novel 

instrumental action sequence. I predicted that imitative fidelity would be highest and that 

children would provide more social convention explanations for their behavior in the high 

in attractiveness model condition. Conversely, I predicted that imitative fidelity would be 

lowest and that children would provide fewer social convention explanations within the 

low in attractiveness model condition. In line with previous research on imitation (Lyons, 

Young, & Keil, 2007; McGuigan, Whiten, Flynn, & Horner, 2007; Nielsen & Tomaselli, 

2010; Herrmann, Legare, Harris, & Whitehouse 2013), I predicted too that older children 
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would engage in higher imitative fidelity than younger children, a finding that may be 

due to increasing sensitivity to social convention with age. 

METHOD 

Participants 
The size of sample needed for the present study was calculated through a power analysis, 

predicting attractiveness to have a medium size effect on imitative fidelity. A total of 150 

children (76 males, 74 females) participated in the study. Children’s age ranged from 3- 

to 7-years-old, and an approximate equal number of children from each age group took 

part in the study. Children were classified according to their age into younger children 

(36-months-old to 54-months-old) or older children (55-months-old to 95-months-old). 

Participants were recruited from a university town in the American southwest. The 

participant sample was primarily Euro-American (103, 68.66%), but children from other 

ethnicities were also included in the sample: Black (15, 10%), Hispanic (20, 13.33%), 

Asian (9, 6%), and other (3, 2%). The children were mostly from middle-class families. 

Materials 
Stimuli: 2 attractive female faces (a blonde female and a brunette female, see Figure 1) 

and 2 unattractive female faces (a blonde female and a brunette female, see Figure 2) 

were used to create the video demonstrations used in the study. A priori attractiveness 

ratings of the models were completed entirely using Qualtrics, a generalized survey 

service available through the University of Texas at Austin. A total of 21 undergraduate 

(White n= 12, Black n=1, and Asian n=8) provided attractiveness ratings for 31 female 
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faces. Only female faces were included because adult observers of both sexes more 

consistently agree on the attractiveness of female faces than the attractiveness of male 

faces (e.g. Hoss, Ramsey, Griffin, & Langlois, 2004; Rennels, Bronstad, & Langlois, 

2008). The faces did not differ significantly in age and had neutral facial expressions. All 

the color images were equated for image brightness, color balance, luminance, and 

contrast using Adobe PhotoshopTM.  

At the beginning of the rating session, the participants viewed all 31 faces to be 

rated, each displayed for 1,000 ms successively in a random order at the center of a 

computer LCD screen, so that they could see the range of variation in the set. After this, 

each of the 31 faces appeared on the computer screen one at a time in a random order. 

Participants rated each face for attractiveness on a 7-point scale from 1 (very 

unattractive) to 7 (very attractive) by pressing the key that corresponds to their rating. 

After making each rating, the next face immediately appeared until they had rated all 31 

faces. Cronbach’s α’s were computed to ensure inter-rater reliability, α=.96. Based on 

these ratings, I was able to choose 2 attractive female faces (a blonde female and a 

brunette female, see Figure 1) and 2 unattractive female faces (a blonde female and a 

brunette female, see Figure 2) to be included in the video demonstrations used in the 

study.  

Object Set for Video Demonstration: A set of objects was manipulated in a video 

recorded novel action sequence. The stimuli were identical across conditions and 

consisted of a blue cube, orange sphere, purple piece, wooden peg-board (with three 

wooden pegs, colored yellow, red, and green), and silver box (see Figure 3).  
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Video Demonstration: To ensure continuity in presentation to participants, the object 

manipulation demonstration was video recorded. Each video was 40 seconds in length. 

Each participant watched a video demonstration of an action sequence in which the start 

and end-states were different (instrumental action sequence). Across conditions, the video 

began with the image of adult female which remained on screen for 10 seconds. Half of 

the children viewed the image of a high in attractiveness female while the other half of 

the children viewed the image of a low in attractiveness female. Immediately after, 

children viewed the torso of a female seating with the object set directly in front of her. 

The model first picks up a blue cube and taps it twice on the green peg of the wooden 

pegboard. She then places the blue cube back in its original position. Then she picks up 

the orange sphere, which she taps twice on the red peg and then places it back in its 

original position. After this, the model picks up the purple piece and uses it to slide open 

the lid of the silver box. She then places the purple piece inside of the box and closes the 

lid of the silver box with her right hand (see Figure 3). The video ended with the model’s 

hands flat on the table. Most of the behavior modeled in each condition may be described 

as causally opaque; however, the start-state and end-state differed, providing a distinct 

outcome that could be interpreted as an instrumental goal. 

Procedure 
Participants were randomly assigned to one of two between-subjects conditions (high in 

attractiveness model, low in attractiveness model). The experimenter presented the child 

with a laptop where the experimenter started the video demonstration. Depending on the 

condition, children viewed the video starting with either the high in attractiveness image 
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or with the low in attractiveness image. While the still image was on the screen, the 

experimenter told each participant, “This is Ana. Let’s see what she does.” Children 

watched a single presentation of one video recorded action sequence in only one of the 

between-subjects conditions. Relying on a video demonstration allows for a more 

conservative picture of imitative behavior as copying fidelity has been shown to be lower 

after video demonstrations compared to live demonstrations (Barr & Hayne, 1999; 

Hayne, Herbert & Simcock, 2003, McGuigan et al., 2007; Nielsen, Simcock, & Jenkins, 

2008). Further, a video demonstration increases consistency in the presentation of the 

experimental stimuli across participants. 

Imitation Task 
At the conclusion of the demonstration video, the experimenter closed the laptop and 

placed the objects that the child had seen in the video into view of the child, arranged in 

the same configuration from the child’s perspective. The experimenter told the child, 

“See these objects here? Now it’s your turn. Here you go.” No instructions were given to 

copy. The child was allowed to interact with the objects for 2 minutes before they are 

placed out of reach but kept within view. 

Imitative behavior was coded by the first author and a team of research assistants. 

The imitative fidelity score was calculated based on 7 elements of the action sequence. 

The seven criteria included: pairing the blue cube with the green peg, pairing the orange 

sphere with the red peg, performing the double tapping motion with an object on the 

pegs, engaging in the correct sequencing (using the blue cube first, the orange sphere 

next, then the purple piece), engaging with the silver box only toward the end of the 
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sequence, opening the silver box with an object, and inserting the purple piece into the 

box. If the target action was performed, it was coded as 1, if the action was not 

performed, it was coded as 0.  

Explanation Task 
Once the child completed the imitation task, the experimenter asked the child, 

“Why did you do it that way?” Explanations for why the participant has engaged with the 

objects in a particular way were coded for content. Social convention explanations refer 

to a socially prescribed behavior (e.g., “Because I have to do what she does,” “Because 

she did it that way,” “Because that is the way you do it”). Agentive explanations refer to 

the child’s desire and independent initiative (e.g., “Because I can do it anyway I want to,” 

“Because I like to do it that way,” “Because I wanted to”). Descriptions of concrete 

actions (e.g., “I put the purple object there”), reflections on the capacity to implement 

those actions (e.g., “It was hard to close the box”), or descriptions of uncertainty (i.e., “I 

don’t know”), were coded as non-explanatory responses. Responses to the question will 

be coded individually as 1 or 0 for each explanation type. 

Inter-rater Reliability 
The first author and a team of research assistants coded the videos for imitative behavior. 

To ensure inter-rater reliability, an independent research assistant, blind to the hypothesis 

of the study, recoded the data representing 25% of the total sample. Inter-rater reliability 

was high (Cohen’s Kappa=0.90) for all of the elements of the imitative fidelity score 

across the coders, as well as the type of explanation provided (Landis & Koch, 1977). 
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RESULTS 
An analysis of the imitative fidelity scores across conditions with children 

grouped according to their age is presented first. Then, an analysis of a potential gender 

difference in imitation is included. An analysis of the individual elements of the imitative 

fidelity summary score is presented next. Last, the findings from the explanation task are 

presented. 

Imitative Fidelity Score 
An ANOVA with condition (2: higher in attractiveness model, lower in attractiveness 

model) and age (2: younger children, older children) as a between-subjects variables, and 

the imitative fidelity score (0–7) as the dependent measure revealed no main effect of 

condition (F(1,146) = .15, p = .70, ηp
2 = .00). The imitative fidelity scores from children 

in high attractive condition (M = 5.02, SD = 1.87) and children in the low attractive 

condition (M = 4.86, SD = 2.27) were not significantly different. However, the analysis 

revealed a significant effect of age group, F(1,146) = 4.78, p = .03, ηp
2 = .03. Older 

children (M = 5.32, SD = 2.00) had higher imitative fidelity scores than younger children 

(M = 4.56, SD = 2.09). There was also a trending interaction between condition and age, 

F(1,146) = 2.34, p =.13, ηp
2=.02. A pairwise comparison revealed that the imitative 

fidelity scores of younger children in the high attractive condition (M = 4.91, SD = 1.88) 

tended to be higher than the scores of younger children in the low attractive condition (M 

= 4.27, SD = 2.24) as can be appreciated in Figure 4. 

An additional ANOVA with condition (2: high in attractiveness model, low in 

attractiveness model) and gender (2: female, male) as a between-subjects variables, and 
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the imitative fidelity score (0–7) as the dependent measure revealed no main effect of 

gender (F(1,147) = .39, p = .53, ηp
2 = .00) or an interaction effect between condition and 

gender (F(1,147) = .01, p = .93, ηp
2 = .00). There was no gender difference on imitative 

fidelity scores.	  

Analysis of the Individual Elements of the Imitative Fidelity Summary Score 
Analyses of the subcomponents of the action sequence confirmed there were no 

significant differences in any of the actions included in the summary score. There were 

no differences in using the blue cube on the green peg (χ2(149) = .57, p = .45, Φ = .06), 

the orange sphere on the red peg (χ2(149) = .62, p = .43, Φ = .06), engaging in the double 

tapping action (χ2(149) = .00, p = .95, Φ = .00). Likewise, there were no differences in 

engaging with the box only at the end of the sequence (χ2(149) = .99, p = .32, Φ = .08), 

opening the silver box with an object (χ2(149) = .29, p = .59, Φ = .04), inserting the 

purple piece into the silver box (χ2(149) = .67, p = .41, Φ = .07), or engaging in the 

correct sequencing (χ2(149) = .47, p = .49, Φ = .06). For the adjusted standardized 

residuals, see Table 1.  

Explanation 
Children's responses were coded as social convention, agentive, or neutral (see Table 2 

for the percentage of each type of response by condition). Neutral responses, specifically 

“I do not know”, were the most common responses provided by children in either 

condition. There was not a difference in providing a social convention explanation across 

conditions, χ2(149) = .09, p = .77, Φ = .02. The adjusted residuals indicate that the nature 
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of children’s explanations did not differ across conditions (refer to Table 2 for the 

adjusted residuals). There was no difference in providing an agentive explanation, 

χ2(149) = .41, p = .53, Φ = .05 or a neutral response across conditions either, χ2(149) = 

.64, p = .43, Φ = .07.          

DISCUSSION 
The aim of Study 1 was to examine if the facial attractiveness of a female model 

has an effect on the extent to which a child imitates her actions. On one hand, no main 

effect of attractiveness level was detected. On the other hand, the results were consistent 

with the initial prediction that older children would engage in higher imitative fidelity 

than younger children.  

While I was not able to demonstrate an effect of attractiveness on imitative 

fidelity using the research paradigm described here, there are theoretical grounds to 

speculate the effect may indeed exist. It has been argued that individuals do not 

indiscriminately imitate others but rather consider model-based cues to decide whether to 

copy someone or not (Laland, 2004; Boyd et al., 2011; Henrich & McElreath, 2003). 

Research looking at model-cues (e.g., age) has shown that children take into account 

these cues too when deciding whom to imitate (Jaswal & Neely, 2006; Seehagen & 

Herbert, 2011). Here, attractiveness was proposed as a model cue which should increase 

the amount of imitation displayed by others. More than one factor could explain the 

failure to observe the predicted effect. The manipulation used for the experiment might 

not have been strong enough to have a detectable impact on the copying behavior of the 
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child which would have then resulted in no differences in performance between 

conditions as observed.  

One possibility is that the child might not have been exposed long enough to the 

female model face. According to the protocol followed during the experimental sessions, 

each participant saw the model face for only a period of 10 seconds. It is plausible that by 

the time the child watched the novel action sequence, the child had already forgotten the 

details about the face he or she had just observed. Alternatively, it is possible that 

children were not paying much attention to the physical appearance of the female model. 

If the participant did not make a judgment (at least at the unconscious level) pertaining to 

the attractiveness of the model, then that could be the reason why no effect of condition 

was observed.    

Contrary to my prediction too, there were no differences between conditions in 

the type of the explanations provided by children for why they had performed the 

sequence of actions in the manner in which they did. Most children were somewhat 

reluctant to answer this question, and ultimately offered a neutral response. Some of them 

verbally expressed not knowing the reason behind their actions while others simply 

shrugged the shoulders. The percentage of answers of social convention nature or 

agentive nature did not differ from one condition to the other. This may not be surprising 

taking into account there were no significant differences in the degree of imitative fidelity 

across conditions. If the manipulation was indeed too subtle to be detected by children, 

producing thereby no effect on their copying behavior, it follows that the manipulation 

would not influence the children’s explanations either.    
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While issues related to the methodology used may have hindered the emergence 

of the predicted pattern in children’s imitation, it is sensible to entertain the idea that the 

study’s initial hypothesis was incorrect. It is important to persevere with this line of 

research before reaching any conclusions concerning the role of attractiveness model in 

imitative fidelity. Accordingly, a follow-up study was designed and carried out to rule out 

the possibility that methodological issues influenced the results of this first study.    
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STUDY 2 

As Study 1 failed to yield a definite conclusion regarding model effects on 

imitation, Study 2 was designed to correct methodological concerns which were 

concluded to be limitations of Study 1. In Study 2, two main methodological concerns 

were addressed, the length of exposure each child had to the image of the female model 

and the manner in which the child’s attention to the image was prompted. In this 

corrected protocol, the image of the female remained on the screen throughout the video 

demonstration. Further, the experimenter directed each participant to pay attention at 

physical features of the female model. When asking the child to look at the woman on 

screen, the experimenter referred to the color of the female’s eyes and hair. This change 

in the script was expected to elicit in the participant an increased awareness of the 

model’s appearance. 

The design of Study 2 is the same as the one for Study1 except for the two 

changes above mentioned. Children participated in one of two conditions: high in 

attractiveness model versus low in attractiveness model. After watching the video 

demonstration of a novel action sequence, participants were asked to engage with the 

object set manipulated in the video.  

The same predictions from Study 1 were tested in this study. With the 

implementation of this improved methodological procedure, I expected to observe higher 

imitative fidelity and more social convention explanations among children in the high in 

attractiveness model condition. Also, as already established in Study 1, here I expected to 
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detect again an effect of age on imitation, namely older children engaging in higher 

imitative fidelity compared to younger children. 

METHOD 

Participants 
A total of 85 children (39 males, 46 females) participated in the study. Children’s age 

ranged from 3- to 7-years-old, and an approximate equal number of children from each 

age group took part in the study. Children were classified according to their age into 

younger children (36-months-old to 59-months-old) or older children (60-months-old to 

95-months-old). Participants were recruited at a children’s museum located in an 

university town in the American southwest. The participant sample was ethnically 

diverse, including Euro-American (53, 62.35%), African-American (12, 14.12%), 

Hispanic (13, 15.29%), and Asian (7, 8.24%) children from a range of socio-economic 

statuses. 

Materials 
Stimuli: only the brunette set of faces (one attractive female face and one unattractive 

female) were used to create the video demonstrations used in the study. 

Object Set for Video Demonstration: The set of objects manipulated in the video 

demonstration was the exact same set as in Study 1. The stimuli were identical across 

conditions and consisted of a blue cube, orange sphere, purple piece, wooden peg-board 

(with three wooden pegs, colored yellow, red, and green), and silver box. 
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Video Demonstration: In Study 2, a slightly modified version of the video of the object 

manipulation demonstration was used. As in Study 1, each video was 40 seconds in 

length. Each participant watched a video demonstration of an action sequence in which 

the start and end-states were different (instrumental action sequence). Across conditions, 

the video began with the image of adult female which remained on screen for 10 seconds. 

Half of the children viewed the image of a female higher in attractiveness while the other 

half of the children viewed the image of a female of lower attractiveness. Immediately 

after, children viewed the torso of a female seating with the object set directly in front of 

her, and the headshot of the female remained in the upper left corner of the video (see 

Figure 5 for a screenshot sample). The novel action sequence was identical to the one 

used in Study 1. At the end of the object manipulation demonstration, the image of the 

female model appeared and remained on full screen size for the rest of the experimental 

session. 

Procedure 
Participants were randomly assigned to one of two between-subjects conditions (higher in 

attractiveness model, lower in attractiveness model). As in Study 1, here the study began 

too when the experimenter presented the child with a laptop and started the video 

demonstration. The children viewed the video starting with either the image of a high in 

attractiveness female or with the image of a low in attractiveness female. While the still 

image was on the screen, the experimenter told each child, “Look at her! She has dark 

eyes, and dark long hair. Let’s see what she does.” Once the object manipulation 
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demonstration ended and the screen went back to the full image of the female, the 

experimenter told the child, “Look at her! She is finished.”  

Imitation Task 
At the conclusion of the demonstration video, the experimenter moved the laptop out of 

the way, leaving the still image of the female on display and at the view of the child. The 

experimenter then placed the set of objects directly in front of the child. The 

experimenter told the participant, “See these objects here? Now it’s your turn. Here you 

go.” No instructions were given to copy. The child was allowed to interact with the 

objects for 2 minutes before they are placed out of reach but kept within view. 

The imitative behavior was coded using the same coding rubric used in Study 1.  

Explanation Task 
Like in Study 1, the experimenter asked each participant for an explanation after they had 

completed the imitation task. Responses were coded following the rubric used in Study 1. 

RESULTS 
In this section, an analysis of the imitative fidelity scores between conditions with 

children grouped according to their age is presented and followed by the findings from 

the explanation task. 

Imitative Fidelity Score 
An ANOVA with condition (2: high in attractiveness model, low in attractiveness model) 

and age (2: younger children, older children) as a between-subjects variables, and the 

imitative fidelity score (0–7) as the dependent measure revealed no main effect of 
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condition (F(1,81) = .50, p = .48, ηp
2 = .01). The imitative fidelity scores from children in 

high attractive condition (M = 4.93, SD = 1.61) and children in the low attractive 

condition (M = 4.58, SD = 2.08) were not significantly different. However, the analysis 

revealed a significant effect of age group, F(1,81) = 11.30, p = .00, ηp
2 = .12. Older 

children (M =5.09, SD = 1.83) had higher imitative fidelity scores than younger children 

(M = 3.41, SD = 1.37). The interaction between condition and age was not significant, 

F(1,81) = .13, p =.72, ηp
2=.00 (See Figure 6). 

To test for a gender effect on imitation, an additional ANOVA with condition (2: 

high in attractiveness model, low in attractiveness model) and gender (2: female, male) as 

a between-subjects variables, and the imitative fidelity score (0–7) as the dependent 

measure was conducted. This analysis revealed a marginally significant main effect of 

gender (F(1,81) = 3.41, p = .07, ηp
2 = .00). Albeit, not statistically significant, the 

imitative fidelity scores of boys (M = 5.15, SD = 1.81) reflected higher imitation 

compared to girls (M = 4.41, SD = 1.86). But no interaction between condition and 

gender was found (F(1,81) = .32, p = .57, ηp
2 = .00). In other words, the amount of 

imitation displayed by girls and boys was not significantly different across conditions.	  

Explanation 
Children's responses were coded as social convention, agentive, or neutral (see Table 3 

for the percentage of each type of response by condition). Most children responded in a 

neutral way, most children replied “I do not know” in either condition when asked why 

they had performed the actions as they did. The amount of social convention explanations 

provided did not differ across conditions, χ2(82) = .27, p = .61, Φ = .06. This is further 
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indicated by the adjusted residuals for the nature of children’s explanations (refer to 

Table 3 for the adjusted residuals). No difference was found in providing an agentive 

explanation, χ2(82) = 1.60, p = .21, Φ = .14 or a neutral response across conditions, 

χ2(82) = .439, p = .51, Φ = .07. 

DISCUSSION 
In Study 2, the stimuli and procedure from Study 1were improved in order to 

enhance the likelihood of detecting the predicted effect of model attractiveness on 

imitation. The issue of exposure length was addressed by extending the amount of time 

the participants were exposed to the image of the female model. Participants were not 

only exposed to the image for a longer period of time but they were also directed to pay 

attention to physical features of the female model. When asking the child to look at the 

woman, the experimenter referred to the female’s eyes and hair. It was thought that this 

explicit reference to the woman’s features would cause the child to evaluate the model’s 

appearance.  

Consistent with the findings from Study 1 and with previous findings pertaining 

the effect of age on imitation (e.g., Herrmann et al., 2013), here older children 

demonstrated higher imitative fidelity than younger children. But again, contrary to 

prediction, the effect of model attractiveness on imitative fidelity was not found to be 

significant. Similarly, children did not explain their performance differently across 

conditions as observed in Study 1. Children continued to most frequently answer in a 

neutral way, stating not knowing why they performed the action sequence in a particular 

fashion. Again, this may be attributed to the absence of a condition effect on imitation. 
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Although in Study 2 the two major methodological concerns of Study 1 were 

corrected, the results obtained are still not conclusive regarding the role of model 

attractiveness of imitative fidelity. It is likely that yet another methodological flaw is 

responsible for the pattern of results. For instance, a factor that was not fully considered 

when designing Study 2 was the absolute versus the relative attractiveness of the faces 

used as part of the stimuli. It is possible that the faces used in the study did not differ 

sufficiently across conditions in order to elicit the predicted behavior in the child 

participant. Specifically, it is seemingly likely that the low attractive face selected for the 

stimuli were not as unattractive as required to see a differential response.  To test this 

possibility, additional images of females could be included in the set of stimuli while still 

keeping the range of attractiveness within the boundaries of every-day looking women.   

One additional factor to consider would be the ethnicity/race of the child 

participant. While the stimuli used in Study 2 consisted of two Caucasian brunette 

females, the sample of participants was made of children from diverse ethnic/racial 

backgrounds. It is possible that the child participant would imitate the model depending 

on whether the child evaluated the model as an ingroup member versus outgroup 

member. In a study looking at the role of ethnicity in mimicry, Heider	  and	  Skowronski	  

(as	   cited	   in	   Chartrand	   &	   van	   Baaren,	   2009)	   measured	   the	   amount	   of	   mimicry	  

displayed	  by	  African-‐American	  and	  Caucasian	  participants	  who	  interacted	  with	  both	  

an	   African-‐American	   and	   a	   Caucasian	   participant	   one	   after	   the	   other.	   They	   found	  

that	  participants	  engaged	  in	  more	  mimicry	  of	  ethnic	  ingroup	  members	  versus	  ethnic	  

outgroup	   members. Thus, children may fail to imitate the model even if higher in 
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attractiveness when the model is an ethnic outgroup member, obscuring in this way the 

effect of attractiveness. It would be then advisable to conduct a follow up study in which 

ethnicity/race is either controlled for or accounted for in the design of the study.  

Then again, it is quite probable that the initial hypothesis and predictions are not 

correct. Attractiveness may not be one of the cues children consider when deciding 

whether to copy someone or not. Exploring alternative model cues and biases relating to 

imitation would be valuable for the understanding of cultural transmission.    
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Social learning plays a crucial role in the transmission of knowledge. From an 

early age children begin to imitate those around them, acquiring in this manner skills. But 

social learning is effective only provided that children know when it is advantageous to 

imitate behavior and when it is not. The choice to copy someone may be contingent on 

certain cues such as physical characteristics (Wood et al., 2013). In the two studies 

described in this paper, I investigated how the facial attractiveness of a female model 

impacts the degree to which a child imitates her actions. Data from both Studies 1 and 2 

failed to reveal the predicted effect of model attractiveness on imitation. Thus, without 

further examination, the potential impact of attractiveness on imitative fidelity remains 

speculative at this point. Nevertheless, there is evidence that young children respond to 

attractiveness. 

Previous research has found that children do display an attractive bias when 

endorsing information provided by adults differing in attractiveness (Bascandziev & 

Harris, 2014). In their study, Bascandziev and Harris observed that girls looked for 

information from the attractive person over the less attractive one, and both girls and 

boys were more likely to endorse information when provided by the person with a more 

attractive face. Further, there is a large body of evidence substantiating the many positive 

biases associated with high facial attractiveness. And some of these biases may influence 

how much attractive people are imitated by others. For instance, physical attractiveness 

has been strongly associated with positive social outcomes related to high status within a 

group which may impact imitation. It has been suggested that individuals enjoying high-
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status or prestige are typically influential on the behaviors of other group members 

(Barkow, et al., 1975; Henrich & Gil-White, 2001). Similarly, highly attractive 

individuals are often attributed more positive characteristics compared to their less 

attractive peers. People with highly attractive faces are judged as more trustworthy and 

intelligent than people with faces relatively lower in attractiveness, and this could result 

in an imitation bias toward attractive people. 

Again, it is wise to consider that while there is plenty of evidence supporting the 

existence of positive and accurate stereotypes linked to attractiveness as well as evidence 

supporting the existence of cultural transmission biases which rely on model cues, level 

of attractiveness might not be one of the model cues that children evaluate when 

determine whom to copy. That is, attractiveness might not be of epistemic value. Instead, 

other model characteristics such as age and prior accuracy may be more relevant in social 

learning. After all, children are predisposed to imitate those around them and learning 

from others tends to be beneficial (Heyman & Legare, 2013). 

Nevertheless, it not inappropriate to reconsider methodological flaws. For Study 1 

and Study 2, I discussed the issues identified in the methodology followed. In addition to 

those concerns already presented, there is one more issue to look at. The novel action 

sequence used in the studies could have been not suitable for all the ages of the range of 

participants. To be precise, the action sequence may have not been appropriate for testing 

the older children. The results from Study 1 indicated that younger children did show the 

predicted tendency of engaging in higher imitative fidelity in the high attractive condition 

versus children in the low attractive condition. As expected, older children displayed in 
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higher imitative fidelity than younger children. But it is possible that given that older 

children have a higher working memory capacity, their performance was too close to 

ceiling not allowing observing the effect of attractiveness on their imitative behavior. 

This would explain why the older children sample did not exhibit a difference in 

performance between the two conditions while a trend consistent with the initial 

prediction was present in the sample of younger children.   

In conclusion, I was unable to demonstrate an effect of attractiveness on imitative 

fidelity through the studies presented here. Still, I consider it very much worthwhile to 

continue with this line of research, making adjustments to the protocol and stimuli. As a 

first step, even longer exposure to the faces is suggested as well as the use of faces from a 

wider range of attractiveness. Likewise, the action sequence which is currently part of the 

protocol could be swapped for a different task. As a future direction for the study, it 

would be valuable to explore additional variables which might interact with attractiveness 

preventing us from detecting a main effect of attractiveness. Using the same or a similar 

experimental procedure, it would be possible to evaluate the occurrence of interactions 

among attractiveness, gender, and race of the model as well as any potential interactions 

with the gender and race of the observing child participant.      

The potential findings from this line of research could further our understanding 

of imitation in children and its developmental trajectory. As noted previously, imitation 

greatly contributes to the acquisition of basic skills and thus, achieving a better 

understanding of additional factors enhancing or hindering imitation would be of much 

benefit for the psychology field.   
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Table 1: Percentage of children imitating each element of the imitative fidelity 

summary score by condition in Study 1. 

 

 High attractive Low attractive 

Blue cube on green peg 63% (-.8) 69% (.8) 

Orange sphere on red peg  66% (-.8) 72% (.8) 

Double tapping 66% (-.1) 67% (.1) 

Engage box at end only 86% (1.0) 80% (-1.0) 

Open box with object 58% (-.5) 62% (.5) 

Correct insertion 80% (.8) 75% (.-8) 

Correct sequencing  75% (.7) 70% (-.7) 

         Adjusted standardized residuals are in parentheses next to observed percentages. 
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Table 2: Percentage of children providing each category of response by condition 

in Study 1. 

 

“Why did you do it in that way?” Social convention Agentive Neutral 

 High attractive 28.17% (-.3)  17.72% (-.6) 52.11% (.8) 

 Low attractive 30.77% (.3) 24.36% (.6) 44.87% (-.8) 

      Adjusted standardized residuals appear in parentheses next to observed percentages. 
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 Table 3: Percentage of children providing each category of response by condition 

in Study 2. 

 

“Why did you do it in that way?” Social convention Agentive Neutral 

 High attractive 21.95% (-.5)  31.71% (1.3) 46.34% (-.7) 

 Low attractive 29.27% (.5) 19.51% (-1.3) 51.21% (.7) 

     Adjusted standardized residuals appear in parentheses next to observed percentages. 
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Figure 1: High in attractiveness models. (a) High in attractiveness blonde model.    
(b) High in attractiveness brunette model.    

 

   
 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 2: Low in attractiveness models. (a) Low in attractiveness blonde model. (b) 
Low in attractiveness brunette model.    

 

          
 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 3: Screenshots of the video demonstration. 
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Figure 4: Screenshot sample of the video demonstration for Study 2. 
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Figure 5: Mean imitative fidelity scores by age and condition in Study 1. 
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Figure 6: Mean imitative fidelity scores by age and condition in Study 2. 
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